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"…We see NGVs as playing an important role, especially in targeted markets where the benefits of natural gas can have the biggest impact. Every dedicated NGV in use displaces 100 percent of the petroleum that vehicle otherwise would use. Therefore, a growing NGV market is good for America since it helps reduce the amount of oil we need to import."
-Spencer Abraham, Secretary of Energy/U.S. Department of Energy
NGVs:
• are in widespread use (7 million worldwide)
• are safe (one US fatality caused by NG fuel system)
• are clean (NGVs can reduce emissions 70-90%)
• use domestic fuel (97% of the natural gas used in the US is produced in North America)
• reduce operating costs (gasoline $2.45/gal, natural gas $1.45/GGE [both before taxes or rebates])
• are steppingstones to hydrogen vehicles 
